3pp™ U Wrap™
One contoured wrap. Five or more ways to use it for the hand, elbow, ankle and foot.
This contoured wrap is made from our breathable neoprene with hook engageable
fabric cover. You decide how to wrap the U Wrap as a support or compression wrap.
Foam-lining prevents rolling and migration, making this a great support for work or
play. Wrap is 76 cm long.
Size
one size

€ 21,95

Artritis Splints Sizing Chart
Size
Width across MP’s
X-Small
5,7 – 7,0 cm
Small
7,0 – 7,6 cm

Size
Medium
Large

3pp™ Toe Loops®
Features longer loops for easier application.
Foam-lined material cushions and grips the toes to treat Hammertoes, Fractures, Overlapping Toes and more. Thin, dense foam distributes pressure without being bulky. Easily
worn in shoes.

Width across MP’s
7,6 – 8,5 cm
8,5 – 9,2 cm

Quantity
5 pieces
25 pieces

Polycentric Hinged Ulnar Deviation™
Recommended for persons with MP ulnar deviation that can be corrected with mild to
moderate force.
The Polycentric Hinged UD splint allows full MP flexion while blocking ulnar deviation.
The palm is free to allow grasping objects. Padded finger stays can be contoured for
ease of application and optimal alignment.

Black
P3123

Moderate/Moderate+ Support.
Washable and latex free.
Includes a removable 7,5 cm stay for additional support.

€ 32,95

Size
Sm/Med(20-26,5 cm)
Med/Lrg (26,5-33 cm)

Right
Left

3pp™ PF Lift®
Applies a controlled lift and stretch to reduce pain from Plantar Fasciitis.
Thin enough to wear in shoes, the PF Lift maintains stretch on the
plantar fascia, even when weight bearing. Non-slip, foam-lined straps
are comfortable for all day or all night wear. Fits right or left foot.

€ 64,95

€ 35,95

Right
Left

Small
P2003-R2
P2003-L2

Medium
P2003-R3
P2003-L3

€ 36,95

Right
Left

Small
P3002-R2
P3002-L2

Medium
P3002-R3
P3002-L3

Large
P2003-R4
P2003-L4

medical products for home care

Beige
P5006-23
P5006-45

Splints designed for comfort, fit and function

Light/Light+ Support
Washable and latex free.

Size
one size

Beige
P5007

Light/Light+ Support
Washable and latex free.

Every great splint starts with a great design

3pp™ Arch Lift®
Designed to lift and support the plantar arch to relieve pain from Plantar Fasciitis, flat
foot and heel spurs.
The 3pp Arch Lift uses our comfortable foam-lined, breathable fabric combined with
flexible foam pads and a force adjustment strap to allow the wearer to determine just
the right degree of force needed to relieve foot pain.
Fits right or left foot.

Large
P3002-R4
P3002-L4

€ 99,95

Circumference above ankle
18 – 28 cm
28 – 38 cm

MediMast

3pp™ Bunion-Aider®
For easy application and greater correction of Hallux Valgus deformity.
Three points of correction in an easy to apply design. The removable stay provides
additional counterforce to reduce the deforming forces on the great toe.
Thin enough to be worn in shoes, the Bunion-Aider is ideally worn at night for a
corrective stretch. Fits right or left foot.

Comforter™ Splint
This softly padded splint provides the rest needed to reduce inflammation and
morning stiffness caused by Rheumatoid Arthritis.
Functional position splint includes malleable padded stays for
finger alignment, a quilted cover for comfort and easy to apply
straps. Cover is removable and washable. Free motion at the
thumb and IP joints allows managing night clothes and bedding.

Left black
P2012-L23
P2012-L34

Moderate/Moderate+ Support.
Washable and latex free.

Large
P2002-R4
P2002-L4

€ 21,95

3pp™ Carpal Lift™ NP
Applies a dynamic lift to the ulnar carpal bones to reduce pain from TFCC injuries,
Ulnar-sided wrist pain and Guyon’s Canal compression.
Incorporating a pad under the ulnar carpus and straps to add a dynamic lift, this
splint achieves support without pressure on the ulna. Upgraded with our new more
durable material for better performance.
Two sizes. Measure circumference at MPs.
Right black
P2012-R23
P2012-R34

Medium
P2002-R3
P2002-L3

Radial Hinged Ulnar Deviation™
Choose this splint to improve alignment of strongly-deviated fingers.
Soft finger straps permit each finger to be corrected individually for
maximum control. Lined with soft felt, this dorsal-based splint leaves
the palm free for function.

Order in our webshop
www.3pointproducts.eu

Size
Sm/Med(15-18,5 cm)
Med/Lrg (18,5-23 cm)

Small
P2002-R2
P2002-L2

Size
Sm/Med
Lrg/X-Lrg

Black
P4000-23BK
P4000-34BK

Light/Light+ Support.
Washable and latex free.
Includes a removable 7,5 cm stay for additional counterforce.

X-Small
P2002-R1
P2002-L1

Wide (3,1 cm) beige
P5002-5
€ 20,95
P5002-25
€ 94,95

Washable and latex free.

€ 89,95
3pp™ Elbow Wrap
Relieve Tennis Elbow with compression only where it’s needed.
Three-part design allows the wearer to determine the location and degree of pressure needed without circumferential constriction. Use to reduce pain from Tennis
or Golfer’s Elbow. Position the malleable stay for counterforce as needed.
Measure forearm circumference just below elbow crease.

Narrow (2,2 cm) beige
P5001-5
€ 18,95
P5001-25 € 79,95

€ 21,95

Size
one size

Beige
P5008

Moderate/Moderate+ Support
Washable and latex free.

Order in our webshop at www.3pointproducts.eu. All pricing includes 9% VAT and valid from 01-03-2019.
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Manufacturer:
3-Point Products, US

Distribution Europe:
MediMast BV, The Netherlands

MediMast
medical products for home care

One spalk. Six different treatments.
Oval-8 Finger Splints stabilize and align the PIP and DIP joints.Oval-8
splints treat tendon or ligament injuries, protect healing fractures,
support unstable joints, prevent contractures and more.

3pp™ Buddy Loops™
Secure, reusable finger protection without adhesives or rough edges.
The single loop and wrap design of the 3pp Buddy Loops is easy and
fast to apply. Soft foam lining prevents slipping or rolling.
3 sizes meet all needs.

3pp™ ThumSling™
Wrap around strap supports the CMC joint to reduce subluxation and pain.
Contoured strap provides support and compression at the CMC joint to reduce pain
from CMC Joint Arthritis. Design eliminates constriction around the thumb.
Measure around the MP joint to size.
Size
Sm/Med(15-18,5 cm)
Med/Lrg (18,5-23 cm)

€ 30,95
Instability

Immobilize

Hyperextension

Boutonniere

Mallet finger

Quantity
5 pieces
25 pieces
50 pieces
100 pieces

€ 249,95

Oval-8 Pediatric Kit
Designed to meet the needs of pediatric
practitioners. Includes 3 splints of sizes 3 to
7 (15 splints total), instructions and carrying
case. Refills available.
P1008-PK

1,25 cm - black
P1005-5
P1005-25
P1005-50
P1005-100

€ 16,95
€ 74,95
€ 134,95
€ 259,95

1,9 cm - grey
P1003-5
P1003-25
P1003-50
P1003-100

€ 17,95
€ 79,95
€ 139,95
€ 264,95

2,5 cm - black
P1007-5
P1007-25
P1007-50
P1007-100

€ 19,95
€ 84,95
€ 149,95
€ 279,95

€ 31,95

Size
Sm/Med(15-18,5 cm)
Med/Lrg (18,5-23 cm)

Right black
P2010-R23
P2010-R34

Moderate/Moderate+ Support.
Includes a removable 5 cm stay for additional support.

Size
one size

€ 39,95

Deze kant eerst voor een
halve maat groter

Oval-8 Sizing Set
One splint of each size, 2 to 15.
€ 49,95
De schuine brug zorgt voor twee
pasmaten per spalk

Oval-8 graduated set
3 splints with different sizes - € 22,95
P1008-2-3-4
P1008-8-9-10
P1008-4-5-6
P1008-10-11-12
P1008-6-7-8
P1008-13-14-15

3pp™ Finger Trapper™ No more fingernail hooks, tape or glue!
Ideal for application of traction for post-op or dynamic splinting.
Eyelet allows attachment of traction lines.
Quantity
5 pieces
25 pieces

One size grey
P1006-5
P1006-25

€ 25,95
€ 114,95

Size
one size

€ 36,95

Washable and latex free.

One size grey
P1004-5
P1004-25

€ 21,95
€ 94,95

Light/Light+ Support.
Includes a removable 7,5 cm stay for additional support.

Size
one size
Washable and latex free.

€ 25,95

Left grey
P3026-L

€ 36,95

Right black
P3010-R

Washable and latex free.

Moderate/Moderate+ Support.
Includes a removable 7,5 cm stay for additional support.

Left black
P3010-L
Washable and latex free.

Washable and latex free.

Right grey
P3019-R

Moderate/Moderate+ Support.

Left grey
P3019-L
Washable and latex

Size
Sm/Med(16-19 cm)
Med/Lrg (19-22 cm)

Black
P3008-23BK
P3008-34BK

Light/Light+ Support.
Includes a removable 7,5 cm stay for additional support.

Washable and latex free.

3pp™ Wrist Wrap NP
The same great adjustable compression with the next level of support.
Stretch resistant material offers a greater level of support but conforms without
bulk. Heavier use splint is ideal to support Sprains and Ligament Injuries during
heavy-duty activity. Measure circumference at wrist. Fits right or left.

3pp™ ThumSling™ Long NP
The next level of control for wrist and CMC support.
Treats Thumb and Wrist Arthritis or Tendinitis. Breathable, soft neoprene foam is
comfortable for long term use. Contoured strap allows the wearer to customize the
degree of control and compression. One size fits MP circumference from 15 - 23 cm.

3pp™ Final Flexion Wrap™ Easy-to-apply wrap restores end range IP joint flexion.
Foam-lined straps distribute pressure comfortably and allow the wearer to adjust
the force to tolerance for fast, successful treatment.
Quantity
5 pieces
25 pieces

Right grey
P3026-R

Left grey
P3009-L

3pp™ Wrist Wrap
Applies adjustable compression and now includes a removable stay.
Foam-lined material prevents rolling and slipping and allows adjustable compression
for all day comfort. Use for Sprains, Ligament Injuries and Muscle Support during
activity. Measure circumference at wrist. Fits right or left.

Washable and latex free.

3pp™ ThumSling™ Long
Wrist & CMC support provides comfort and function.
CMC support with added wrist control to treat Thumb and Wrist Arthritis or Tendinitis.
Contoured strap supports the thumb and the wide wrist strap provides adjustable
compression. One size fits MP circumference from 15 - 23 cm.

Right grey
P3009-R

3pp™ ThumSpica™ Plus
Combines a custom molded insert and easy-to-fit wrap-on support.
The 3pp ThumSpica Plus offers the best combination of a custom molded splint and
convenient, comfortable supportive wrap. Ideal for deQuervain’s, CMC Joint Arthritis
or for Post-op protection. Easy-to-mold 1/16” Aquaplast T® insert fits into a foam-lined
pocket to create a fully cushioned custom thumb support. One size fits MP circumference from 15 - 23 cm.

Washable and latex free.

Left black
P2010-L23
P2010-L34

Size
one size
Light/Light+ Support.

3pp™ ThumSling™ NP
Stretch resistant material and a longer design makes this ideal when more support is
required to reduce CMC joint pain.
Greater length at the wrist and a greater level of CMC support to reduce pain from
CMC Joint Arthritis or Tendinitis. Open thumb design eliminates constriction and allows
unlimited hand function. Measure around the MP joint to size.

Easy and comfortable design

€ 99,95

Oval-8 set
5 splints - available sizes 2 to 15 - € 31,95
P1008-2-5
P1008-7-5
P1008-12-5
P1008-3-5
P1008-8-5
P1008-13-5
P1008-4-5
P1008-9-5
P1008-14-5
P1008-5-5
P1008-10-5
P1008-15-5
P1008-6-5
P1008-11-5

€ 33,95

Washable and latex free.

Deze kant eerst voor de
standaard maat

P1008-S

Light/Light+ Support.
Includes a removable 5 cm stay for additional support.

Left grey
P2006-L23GR
P2006-L34GR

Trigger finger

Oval-8 Kit
With 44 splints in sizes 2 to 15, the Kit provides everything
needed to size and dispense the splint in seconds.
Refills available for Kit.
P1008-K

Right grey
P2006-R23GR
P2006-R34GR

3pp™ ThumSpica™
One-size wrap-on support positions the thumb for rest or function.
Wrap around thumb and wrist splint provides support to reduce pain. Ideal for mild
deQuervain’s, Sprains and Post-op protection. Breathable foam lined material will not
shift or roll. One size fits MP circumference from 15 - 23 cm.

Size
Sm/Med(16-19 cm)
Med/Lrg (19-22 cm)

Black
P3018-23
P3018-34

€ 25,95
Moderate/Moderate+ Support.
Includes a removable 7,5 cm stay for additional support.

Washable and latex free.

Order in our webshop at www.3pointproducts.eu. All pricing includes 9% VAT and valid from 01-03-2019.
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